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Figure 1: Procedure of our musical mood transfer to virtual environments.

ABSTRACT
This paper presents a method that automatically transforms a vir-
tual environment (VE) according to the mood of input music. We
use machine learning to extract a mood from the music. We then
select images exhibiting the mood and transfer their styles to the
textures of objects in the VE photorealistically or artistically. Our
user study results indicate that our method is effective in trans-
ferring valence-related aspects, but not arousal-related ones. Our
method can still provide novel experiences in virtual reality and
speed up the production of VEs by automating its procedure.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Virtual reality; • Applied
computing → Sound and music computing;
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1 INTRODUCTION
A virtual environment (VE) creates an immersive experience that
is not possible in physical reality. However, developing VEs is a
labor-intensive and time-consuming task requiring complex pro-
cesses and considerable expertise in 3D modeling and the design of
material, sound, effects, interaction, and levels. Particularly in level
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design, some processes are often repeated and modified to suit the
intent of the VE designers, and here automatic methods for VE gen-
eration can greatly improve productivity. In fact, several systems
have been proposed to automate VE generation: scene arrangement
[10], modeling [6], generation [20], interactive synthesis of virtual
worlds [8], and a procedural method [18]. They, however, do not
deal with affective aspects, such as mood and emotion, even though
VE designers often attempt to express such attributes.

Our approach tested in this paper is re-stylizing a VE by trans-
ferring texture (representing mood) from an image to the VE using
image style transfer [11]. The resulting VE can induce substantially
different emotional responses. The texture and color scheme of a
VE are highly related to its affective aspects [7], and many effective
methods on image emotion assignment exist in multimedia and
computer graphics [12, 15–17].

The general flow of our method is illustrated in Figure 1. First,
we extract mood from music using the random forest classifier that
was trained on a large song dataset with affective annotations of
valence and arousal (VA). Second, for each texture used in a VE,
we select an abstract painting image that has the most similar VA
scores to those of the musical mood. For this, we labeled abstract
painting images with VA scores by a user study with 30 participants.
Lastly, the selected image is transferred to the texture in the VE
to match the mood. These two steps are repeated for all textures
in the VE. We can play the music during user interaction with the
re-stylized VE or use it as just a source for mood selection. We also
evaluated our method by a user experiment.

Our work shares the same idea with Sra et al. [21], which pro-
vides many useful guidelines for automatic generation of VEs. They
presented a system that generates a VE automatically using mood
and content extracted from the sound and lyrics of a song. Par-
ticularly, they fully automated the process of generating textured
3D objects corresponding to the extracted mood. To identify the
mood, they used a categorical model of emotion, which is limited in
expressing the diversity of affect. In contrast, we use the continuous
VA model, which allows us to produce a greatly larger number of
VEs from a single VE and songs. Hence, our work can be regarded
as a more focused study in that aspect.
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Figure 2: Performance of random forest predictors.

2 MOOD EXTRACTION FROMMUSIC
The goal of this step is to estimate the VA scores that represent the
mood of a given music piece. We trained a predictor using machine
learning on the DEAM (MediaEval Database for Emotional Analysis
in Music) dataset [1]. This dataset contains more than 1800 songs
and their affective annotations of valence and arousal, both dynamic
and static. In this work, we consider only static annotations, which
provide the average and standard deviation of the VA ratings for the
whole song on a nine point scale. The dataset also provides music
features for each song, extracted by openSMILE [9]. We consider a
25-s excerpt, and each 500-ms interval has 261 music features. Thus
for each song, we use 50 consecutive feature vectors, each of which
has 261 music feature values.

Next, we train a predictor of VA annotations on the selected
features using random forest classifier [4]. In the random forest,
many decision trees are trained, and the final decision is made
by majority voting. The input feature data are divided into two
parts: 80% for training and 20% for testing. Before training the
predictor, we preprocess the data by excluding those whose valence
and arousal scores have less than five songs, and identify 70 and
65 unique values of each, respectively. This step is performed on
valence and arousal separately, so we have two sets of data, one for
valence and the other for arousal. This ensures that each annotation
is represented by sufficient examples in both of the training and test
data. As such, we train two random forest predictors for arousal
and valence. Each random forest consists of 5000 decision trees.

The random forest predictors built on the training data predict
the annotations of the test data with an accuracy up to 84%. In
order to illustrate the performance of the predictors over the entire
range of the annotations, we plot the estimated mean values of
arousal and valence against their respective true (ground-truth)
values in Figure 2. The estimated and true scores match quite well
over the entire range. Thus, the random forest predictors have good
performance in extracting mood from music.

3 TEXTURE TRANSFER
Given a VE and the VA scores VAtarдet representing the musical
mood, this step aims to transform the VE to have the similar mood
toVAtarдet . We attempt to achieve this goal by transferring a style
image that has the mood close toVAtarдet to a content texture that
is overlaid on an object in the VE. This is repeated for all the texture
images (e.g., sky sphere and objects) used in the VE.

Figure 3: Examples of abstract style images.

3.1 Labeling Images with VA scores
We first need a set of images that are used as style images. We use a
dataset of abstract paintings from [13]. They do not have contextual
influence (e.g., of objects, actions, and metaphors), and the mood is
determined only by the style and color scheme in the painting. To
label each abstract painting with VA scores, we conducted a rating
experiment for 280 images in the dataset with 30 volunteers (male
24, female 6, age 18–30 years). A participant looked at each image
on a 27-inch monitor without a time limit and entered two scores
for valence and arousal on a scale of -100–100 using a graphical
interface. Each participant rated each image once. The participants
were paid USD 10 each after the experiment. Then for each image
we computed the average and standard deviation of the VA scores
across the participants. Some examples are presented in Figure 3.
We denote each abstract image by Ii and its VA scores by VAi .

3.2 Texture Transfer Procedure
For each texture Tj used in the VE, we need to match a style image
Ii for style transfer. To this end, we define two similarity measures.
One is the mood similarity Smood using the z-score distance:

Smood (Ii ,M) =
1

1 +
Vi−VtarдetσVi

,
Ai−Atarдet

σAi

 , (1)

where σVi and σAi are the standard deviations of the valence and
arousal score of Ii , and M represents the music with VAtarдet .
0 ≤ Smood ≤ 1, and high Smood means that the moods of Ii andM
are close on the VA space.

The other is the color histogram similarity Scolor to favor a
style image that has a similar color scheme to that in the original
texture Tj . This is to avoid the uncanny valley that can be caused
by large differences in the color scheme. We use color histograms
constructed based on the CIELAB color space. We assume that
changing hues is mainly responsible for the uncanny valley, but
changing luminosity is not. So we use only the a∗ channel (green-
red) and theb∗ channel (blue-yellow) to construct a color histogram.
This histogram is also normalized using its L1 norm and denoted by
hista

∗b∗

. So we do not impose constraints on luminosity, and this
allows dynamic luminosity changes. Then Scolor is defined using
histogram intersection as

Scolor (Ii ,Tj ) =
K∑
k=1

min
(
hista

∗b∗

k (Ii ),hist
a∗b∗

k (Tj )
)
, (2)
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Figure 4: Original and transformed VEs for the user study.

wherehista
∗b∗

k is thekth bin of the color histogram,K is the number
of bins, and 0 ≤ Scolor (Ii ,Tj ) ≤ 1.

Then the final similarity measure S is

S = ωmoodSmood + ωcolorScolor , (3)

where ωmood and ωcolor are weights of two similarity measures.
We choose a style image thatmaximizes S . To solve this optimization
problem efficiently, we first find ten style images Ii with the highest
Smood values. We then select one that maximizes S with ωmood =

0.1 and ωcolor = 0.9, where the emphasis to Scolor is because the
style images have already been sorted out for Smood .

Now we have style images for all the textures used in the VE.
For style transfer, we use the two most popular methods of artistic
[11] and photorealistic transfer [19].

4 USER STUDY
We conducted a user experiment to evaluate the quality of the VEs
that our mood transfer method makes.

4.1 Methods
We selected four music pieces representing the four quadrants of
the VA space, respectively, from the DEAM dataset: Happy–“The
Unfinished Sympathy, Teenage Kicks”, Angry–“Violins is not the
answer, Drop”, Sad–“Ben Holmes and Patrick Farrell, Prelude #2
in A Minor (Chopin)”, and Calm–“Riding Alone For Thousands
Of Miles, satellite”. We also used two VEs (a tower and a ship;
Figure 4) implemented in Unity3D. The two VEs were transformed
artistically or photo-realistically using the moods of the four music
pieces. Thus, a total of 18 VEs ((8 transformed + 1 original)× 2
environments) were prepared, as shown in Figure 4.

The experiment consisted of two sessions: 1) VA rating for the
music pieces and VEs, and 2) congruence rating for pairs of a music
piece and a VE. Before the experiment, the experimenter explained
concepts associated with the VA model to participants and helped
them to understand the experimental procedure clearly.

Figure 5: Average distances in valence and arousal between
VE and musical mood, and average congruence scores. In
each plot, the data of the two VEs were pooled. Error bars
represent standard errors. Means marked by the same let-
ters for each mood did not have significant differences by
Tukey’s tests performed on the data of the same mood.

In Session 1, participants listened to the four music pieces by
wearing noise-canceling headphones and explored the 18 VEs by
wearing an HMD (Oculus Rift), and then rated VA scores in the
2D space (each axis -100 to 100). In Session 2, participants looked
and listened to the 24 combinations of music pieces and VEs (4
music pieces× 2 VEs× (1 original + 2 transformed using the music
pieces)) and rated overall congruence on a scale of 0–100. In both
sessions, the orders of experimental conditions were randomized
per participant. Participants could appreciate the VEs while moving
the viewpoint to five predetermined locations using an Oculus
remote. They were given a 5-min break after Session 1 and a half of
Session 2. The experiment was finished in 75 minutes on average.

Twenty two participants (20 male and 2 female; 20-30 years old,
mean 25.0) with normal visual and hearing abilities volunteered for
this study. Each of them were paid USD 13 after the study.

4.2 Results and Discussion
To evaluate the extent to which the VEs represent the target musical
mood, we looked at distances in the VA space. For each pair of a
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Figure 6: Transitions of the mean VA scores of VEs. •: music (target mood), ♦: original VE1, ♦: photo realistically transferred
VE1, ♦: artistically transferred VE1, ■: original VE2, ■: photo realistically transferred VE2, ■: artistically transferred VE2. The
number on each point is the mean congruence score of that pair.

music piece and a VE, we computed two 1D distances in valence and
arousal between their VA scores, as shown in Figure 5. Congruence
scores are also presented in Figure 5 (bottom).We also calculated the
mean VA scores of music pieces and VEs to obtain further insights
to overall transition tendency (Figure 6). We performed three-way
ANOVA on valence distance, arousal distance, and congruence
score using style transfer method (original, artistic transfer, and
photorealistic transfer), mood (happy, angry, sad, and calm), and
VE (VE1 and VE2) as the independent variables.

For valence distance, style transfer method was the only statis-
tically significant factor (F (2, 42) = 3.996,p = 0.0258). Figure 6
shows that style transfer clearly shifted the valence of an original
VE to the negative direction and that artistic transfer did so more
than photorealistic transfer. In particular, the valence of photore-
alistically transferred VEs were relatively well aligned with the
valence of the target music, except when the target music was for
happy. These tendencies are also faithfully reflected in the valence
distance plot of Figure 5. Photorealistic transfer resulted in closer
valence distances to the target mood than artistic transfer when
the target mood was happy and calm, and similar valence distances
for angry and sad.

We note that all the target musical moods happened to have a
much more negative valence than the original VEs, except for the
case of happy music. This seems to be a main reason for why all the
valance shifts by style transfer were negative. Besides, the uncanny
valley, which has a negative impact on valence [5], can be a source.
We observe some cases that can cause the uncanny valley in the
transformed VEs. For example, the green grass is turned blue (VE1,
Happy), and the blue sky is turned green (VE2, Calm). Our transfer
algorithm tries to prevent the uncanny valley by comparing the
color histograms, but it seems to be incomplete. We need another
study to see if our mood transfer method can add positive valence.

Dominance, which refers to whether you feel in control, pow-
erful, or overwhelmed [3], can be related to our result that artistic
transfer led to more negative valance. Dominance is another di-
mension used to describe affect, and it plays an important role in
determining the mood in environmental perception [2]. As dom-
inance decreases, valence tends to decrease [14]. Unlike viewing
artistic paintings, people are unfamiliar with exploring artistic en-
vironments. We guess that the participants could have been over-
whelmed by the artistic environments, which resulted in decrease
in dominance, and subsequently in valance.

For arousal distance, style transfer method was not significant,
but mood and VE were (F (3, 63) = 11.84,p < 0.0001 and F (1, 21) =
10.61,p = 0.0038). This can also be seen in Figure 5 (middle) and 6.
Thus, our present method is not effective in injecting the arousal-
related characteristics of music into a VE.

The two VEs were static without any change, and the only user
interaction supported was viewpoint movement. These are reflected
in the low arousal scores of the VEs in Figure 6. Our texture-based
mood transfer method, which affects only the appearances of ob-
jects, seems to be insufficient to modulate the arousal of such static
VEs. We may need to control more dynamic factors, e.g., level of
interaction, object animation, and VE’s context.

For congruence, style transfer method was not significant, but
mood and VE were (F (3, 63) = 30.35,p < 0.0001 and F (1, 21) =
8.41,p = 0.0086). This indicates that the congruence between a VE
and the mood of the music played with the VE is mainly determined
by the pair itself (see Figure 5, bottom), but not heavily by the
textures of the objects in the VE.

5 CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a complete pipeline for automatic transformation
of a VE by transferring abstract images representing the mood of
a musical piece to the textures of the VE. The performance of our
system was evaluated by a user study. Our method was shownmore
effective in transporting aspects related to valence than arousal.

Our approach has several contributions. (1) It enables change of
the mood of the VE. VE designers can use our system to emphasize
their intentions after creating a VE. (2) It improves the reusability of
VEs. A single VE can be transformed to an unlimited number of VEs
using a wide variety of music. (3) It imposes texture consistency
on objects in the same VE, even for objects with initially diverse
textures. (4) It was the first trial to transfer images affectively while
excluding the context in the images. Meanwhile, we will need to
test whether our method can transfer positive valance and find
more effective ways for arousal transfer.
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